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PREFACE.
In most "bibliographies the word incunahula refers par-
ticularly to printed books of the fifteenth century, with v/hich
both the century of the invention and the infancy of the art it-
self v/sre brought to a close. In this case, however, incunabula
will be made to include works of the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-
turies.
As early as the seventeenth century, a movement arose
among book-lovers and libraries to possess these venerable monu-
ments from the first years of nji invention affecting the v'hole
v/orld. A movement which will be recognized riiore and more, v;ith
the ever increasing importance of the art of book collecting it-
self.
While the collecting of incunabula v/as an early consid-
eration, it was long before steps were taken to systematically
arrange these treasures. Of what real importance is a heap of
books, unclassified and uncataloged, whose sole value lies in
their intrinsic cost to the purchaser.
For a number of ye-^rs the rare books in the library of
the University of Illinois have been stored in the safe in a per-
fectly useless condition. A few books were classified and cata-
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lo^^ed, not as incunaljula "but under the subject. The works of
Petrus de Grescentus v/ere classified under agriculture. Hardly
one person in ten would or could translate enough of the title
page or text to gain any practic-^.l infomat ion from the pages.
The true value lies in the historical interest, in the title page,
the printer's mark, the place of printing. It is the purpose of
this work to show in what an easy way these really important facts
may be presented, in other words, hov/ incunabula may be described
and cataloged.
Before proceeding to describe an early v;ork, it is well
to consult bibliographical works and first ascertain whether the
1 work has been previously described.^ Unfortunately none of our
exaraples of early printing were entered in these bibliographies
because the dates were too recent or the works of an author unim-
portant. The full entries for these particular editions v/ere
found in the Britjsh museum catalog of printed books. A catalog
of this kind is excellent in assisting the cataloger in finding
full author entries, and in some cases dates of birth and death.
The author's full name alvrays in nom. case must be en-
tered on a catalog card, in regular form, the hy-nmie or best
known sur-name standing first, with dates of birth and death fol-
lowing complete author entry.




The title must come next. In most cases the full title
will toe given. However, when the title contains unimportant sen-
tences, these Tfi3.y he omitted and marked--^( See Cicero M. T. Opera.)
If the printer's mark follows the title, the fact is indicated
thus, Here follows the printer' s mark . In case there is a prefa-
tory epistle, the first sentence of this is noted. Next th--- first
sentence of the actual text is entered and folloAving this the last
sentence of the text, or in c-^s-^ of a colophon, the latter is pre-
ferred. More often, however, the colophon or the title page is
want ing.
The term "colophon" has its origin in the Greek proverb
"to put the colophon to the matter", that is the finishing touch
and contains the place or year (or both) of publication and print-
er's name. The colophon is found on last page and sometimes takes
the form of an inverted pyramid. Before printers conceived the
idea of using a title page, the colophon was popular. In the ten
examples here chosen, each volume presents a clear title page also,
with few exceptions, printer's nark, date and place.
The next sentence reads as follows, "This volume con-
sists of--ff. containing ^columns of lines to page, signatures
a-z" (or in whatever way the signatures are numbered).
A folio is one folded leaf, not page. In order to reck-
on the number, divide by two
,
if the pages are numbered, other-
wise the last nuiaber in the book is the folio nujiiber. (See Brunus,
Matthaeus, Tractatus). In counting the number of lines alw-^^.s
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consider a full page of text. The signatures consist of small
sized letters or figures at the foot of the page. Sometimes only
the first few leaves of a signature are indicated. The size of a
volume may be discovered by means of the signatures. Leaves (not
pages) must be counted bet^veen signatures. If there are tvo leaves
the book is a folio, if four a quarto, if eight an 8vo , if twelve
a 12mG, if sixteen a 16mo, if thirty-two a 3P,mo. Then follow
place, full name of printer and date. !Pach new item is given a
fresh line, beginning at the second horizontal line. A space is
then left for bibliographical references. Finally remarks concern-
ing the voliuae are added. It has been found a good plan to add
the translation of the title page.
Subject cards under printer, date and place, must be
made, containing author (subject fullness) title, place, printer
and date. Cross reference is made in red ink from back of the
main author card. Reference cards, giving greater clearness to
the description may also be added, (see Sallustus, see Crispus C.
S. ).
In making a descriptive catalog of incunabula, the p!^an
in operation at the Free library of Philadelphia, has been follow-
ed. Included here are several sample cards from the Free Library.
It is hoped that such a catalog may present to persons
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